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Abstract
We examine the intra-firm compensation gap and gender wage discrimination in a listed
company in China. We argue that the difference in bargaining ability of different level of
employee can bring intra-firm compensation gap and we know that gender wage
discrimination does exist at the bottom levels of employee. The bottom levels of
employee have less bargaining ability than the firm, then get negative net surplus on
wage that shows the existence of wage discrimination. While the upper levels of
employee have stronger bargaining ability than the firm and will get positive net surplus
on wage, which proves that the intra-firm compensation do really exist and the firm will
pay more for upper levels. For bottom levels, female has relatively less bargaining
ability than male and gets less wage, showing the existence of gender wage
discrimination. Upper levels have almost the same bargaining ability as the firm and can
get small amount of positive net surplus and there is no gender wage discrimination.
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